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Abstract
Structure of membrane proteins can be determined by different
techniques. Electron crystallography is one of the commonly used
techniques to determine their structure in atomic or near atomic
resolution. Due to the crystal disorder and poor CTF correction techniques
the resolution obtained from this technique is not the ideal. To push the
resolution to the ideal, single particle refinement with local averaging for
crystal disorder and Improved CTF correction methodology for tilted data
sets has been applied. With this approach applied to microsomal
glutathione

S-transferase

comparable

resolution

1(MGST1)

with

fewer

membrane

protein

data

to

sets

the

data set
previous

reconstructions has been achieved.
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Abstrakt
Struktur av membranproteiner kan bestämmas genom olika tekniker.
Elektron kristallografi är en av de vanligaste teknikerna för att bestämma
deras struktur i atomär eller nära atomär upplösning. På grund av den kristall
sjukdom och dålig CTF tekniker korrigering upplösning erhållits från denna
teknik är inte idealisk.För att erhålla den ideala upptusningen har två metoder
anvants:1,single particle refinement(skapar lokala medelvården av oordande
knstaller) samt 2,förbåttrad CTF korrigering av tiltade dataset. Applicering
av denna metod på membranproteinet microsomal glutathione S-transferase
1(MGST1) har resulterat i en upplösning jåmförbar med tidigare
rekonstruktioner trots att färre dataset har anvånts med färre dataset till de
tidigare rekonstruktionerna har uppnåtts.
Sökord: CTF, gradient, mgst1, TEM, Fourier Transform (FT)
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1: Introduction to Image Formation in Electron Microscope
1.1 Contrast and Image Formation

When an electron hits the sample to be imaged, several interactions occur. The electrons may
pass through the atoms in the sample with no interaction, collide with the atom in the sample
and bounce off elastically or in elastically. If the electrons collide with the atoms elastically, only
the trajectory changes, the kinetic energy and velocity remains constant [1]. This interaction has
constant energy and results in high resolution information of the sample on the back focal
plane. When an Inelastic interactions occur part of the energy that an electron carries is
transferred to the specimen and the kinetic energy and velocity vary, due to this when the
electron reach the back focal plane results in noise that is noticed in the final image [2].

An electron changes its wavelength when it travels through a sample (electron potential). The
wave length will be shortened towards positive charges and increased towards negative
charges. The total effect is a distortion of the incoming electron wave. This distortion carries
information about the structure of the specimen.
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Imaging plane
Electron wave

Out-coming
distorted Electron

Figure 1: The electrostatic potential of the specimen distorts the electron wave(Ref [1])
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Here h is Plank-quantum constant and p=mv is the momentum of the electron:
The kinetic energy of electrons (E) is given as

E=

=

=eU

Where U is the accelerating potential and e is the electrons charge
When the imaging plane electron wave reaches the potential of the sample ( (x)) the wave
length at position X=(x, y, z) becomes:

=

√
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The amount of phase shift the electron leaving the specimen gets is given by:

Δ (x,y)=∫

-∫

dz=2𝛑∫

Since (x) <<1, using Mclaurin-expansion the wave length, 1/ (x), can be approximated as:

=√

=

]

Substituting equation (5) in to (4), we get:
δ (x,y)=

∫

The potential U is given as:

Replacing U by 1/α we get:
δ (x,y)=

Where O(x, y) is the object
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1.2 Resolution and Contrast
Contrast in the image arises when there is interference between electrons [2]. Resolution is
limited by contrast in electron microscope [4].

Percentage of contrast is: [100x (Io-Ib)]/Ib-------------------------------------- (9)
Where Io =Intensity of the object point
Ib =Intensity of the background adjacent to the object point

1.3 Object Reconstruction
The ultimate goal of image processing in 3D electron microscope is to generate the correct
three-dimensional structure of an object based on the two dimensional information available
from the images.

Unfortunately, the images generated by electron microscope are not true projections of the
specimens. They are degraded versions of the two-dimensional projections of the sample due to
a set of artifacts including Contrast Transfer Function (CTF), envelope function of the
microscope, noise from a variety of sources, astigmatism, drift and etc. Without a proper
correction of these artifacts the model we produce by a reconstruction will often only bear a
vague resemblance to the true structure.
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2. Tilted CTF and The correction techniques
2.1 Introduction
Imaging in electron microscopy is best described by linear system theory [6].This theory
assumes that optical distortion the object undergoes is space invariant [7].

y(t)=∫o(s)h(r-s)ds--------------------------(10)

Here o(s) is the object, y(s) is the image and h(s) denotes the point spread function (PSF).

The Fourier transform of the image for linear image formation is a multiplication of the PSF
(contrast transfer function) and the Fourier transform of the object (sample).

FT of the image= (FT of the PSF) X (FT of the Object) -------------------- (11)

The easiest approach of CTF correction to extract the two dimensional representation of the
sample is to divide the FT of the image by the CTF. This can be considered a simple and basic
CTF correction scheme and it is one of the widely implemented Electron Microscope 2D
Reconstruction schemes.
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We need to collect 2D projections from different tilt angles with respect to the optical axis in
order to be able to reconstruct the 3D information at high resolution. Tilting results in optical
artifact due the defocus changes in the direction perpendicular to the tilt axis. These position
dependent defocus changes results in the PSF (CTF) which is space variant, and we cannot any
longer apply the easiest approach of the CTF correction discussed above to correct this optical
artifact. This optical artifact is named Tilted Contrast Imaging function (TCIF) by Agsar
Philiphsen [8] and Tilted contrast transfer function (TCTF) by Voortman et al [10].

There have been different suggestions for the possible correction methods for this optical
artifact. These different approaches can be categorized in to two major groups based on their
approach. These are:
Global correction Approaches:-Correction of the CTF is performed on the entire micrograph. In
this approach mathematical models are developed to map the space variant PSF into space
invariant one so as to make use of the ease of convolution.

Local correction Approaches:-In this approach the Image is tiled into sub-regions where linear
image formation or isoplanatic region is assumed [7].After determining the Defocus values; the
images are De-convoluted in their corresponding Patches (stripes) and then sewn back together.
For Crystal micrographs we do not need to put the stripes (patches) back since crystal
micrographs are repeating patterns of similar unit cells and we can use the cutouts.
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2.2 Global CTF correction methods
Global correction algorithms proposed are:
Ansgar Philiphsen et al [8]
In this approach an analytical expression for the image intensity distribution of a weak-phase
specimen imaged by a plane wave and a lens with spherical aberration is formulated [8]. These
formulations results in a contrast transfer function which can describe the space variant imaging
system as space invariant imaging system.

This linear one dimensional transformation named tilted contrast imaging function, TCIF is
similar to space invariant transformation discussed earlier. The tilted contrast imaging function
consists of thousands of linear equation with thousands of unknowns to be solved. Therefore
this approach is very expensive in terms of computational time and efficiency, and is probably
not a feasible approach.
Voortman et al(a fast algorithm for computing and correcting the CTF for tilted(TCTF) and
thick specimen in TEM[10]
This approach is one of the global correction methods which proposed better mathematical
formulation to improve the computing time and efficiency limit one faces in the above method.
In addition to this, the approach also introduces additional formulation which takes into account
the thickness of the specimen which actually increases the complexity of the computation to get
the reconstructed image.

The Paper has proposed a three dimensional phase flipping algorithm which reduces the
complexity of 2D reconstruction imposed in the Angsar et.al method.
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Winkler and tailors approach (Focus Gradient correction applied to tilt series image data used
in electron tomography)[11]
This is one of the global CTF correction algorithms which is the numerical solution based on
solving the Fredholm integral equation of the first kind [11]. Software called Protomo based on
this concept has been developed. This Method is presented for determining the defocus
gradient in thin specimens such as sections and 2D crystals, and for restoration of the images
subsequently used for 3D reconstruction [11].

The main problem with this approach is that the inverse mathematical formulation proposed for
Reconstruction of the Object is ill-posed. In order to make this approach of importance
mathematical Regularization is implemented [11].

The regularization applied by the group was not seen to be best regularizing approach of the
solutions as we have learned from the developers. If one comes up with better regularization
techniques this is one of the promising CTF correction schemes that could result in better
reconstruction as indicated on some of the CTF correction electron tomographs presented in
the publication.
The advantage of this approach compared to the above two is that the mathematical
formulation results in a far smaller number of linear equations compared to the above two
methods proposed and due to this the computation time will be very much reduced to feasible
range.
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2.3 Local CTF correction methods
There are two local contrast transfer function correction methods:
Stripe based CTF correction with no interpolation
This approach is based on the fact that the defocus values stay relatively constant in stripes of
certain dimensions of the micrograph perpendicular to the tilt axis.

Tilt Axis

Y

X
d(x)

Fig 2. Extraction of stripe with a single effective defocus values from a tilted specimen

The square in fig 2 represents an image acquired from a tilted specimen. The tilt axis runs along
the Y-axis and X denotes the axis around which stripe is extracted; d(x) represents the distance
from the x-line to the central stripe that will be used as a reference for the defocus calculation
for the rest of the stripes. Once we calculate the defocus values, and correct for CTF we do not
have to place the stripes (patches) back together.
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Steps applied for this approach are:

1. Extract(crop) a stripe around the x-line
2. Compute FT of the strip
3. Correct for CTF
4. Compute the Inverse FT
Stripe based CTF correction with interpolation
Putting back the images after performing CTF correction edge artifacts result [12].This artifact is
due to the components near the edge of the stripe that have frequency terms near the edge
inappropriately flipped [12].
In this approach the micrograph (projection) is divided into overlapping stripes, the defocus
values in each stripe are calculated and CTF correction is performed as in space invariant cases
discussed earlier. The need of having overlapping stripes is to avoid discontinuities in transition
from one stripe to the next and thereby reduce the edge artifact [12].The paper claims this
method to be as effective as Winkler and Taylor approach with advantage of lesser computing
time [12].A software called IMOD does CTF correction based in this approach and good
reconstruction results have been published for electron tomographs.

Fig 3 Overlapping stripes (source Ref [10])
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2.4 Mixed correction algorithm
L.Deni, et al (Fast Model of space variant blurring and its application to deconvolution in
astronomy) [7]
This approach borrows concepts both from the global correction methods and the local
correction methods. As in stripe method with or without interpolation, these methods consider
the decomposition of the image into patches (stripes) where the defocus is approximately
invariant (Isoplanatic regions) and then the model assumes smooth defocus variation to
perform the correction on the whole image. This method has been applied in astronomy and
has been reported to result in better restoration of the space variant blur (defocus) in
astronomical images.

Steps for implementation of this approach are:
1. Extract a strip around the x-line of the original Image
2. compute the FT of the Image
3. Determine the defocus value
4. Formulate smooth Model for smooth defocus variation
5. Perform Global CTF correction on the whole Image
6. Compute the Inverse Fourier Transform
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3: Stripe based CTF correction applied to mgst1 Membrane proteins
3.1 Introductions to MGST1 membrane protein
A membrane protein is a protein molecule that is associated with cell membrane. These
molecules have important role in cell stability, immune response, communication, and
maintenance of the ion concentration. Determining the structure of these molecules is crucial
for finding medication for new diseases.

The membrane associated proteins in Eicosanoid and glutathione metabolism (MAPEG) consists
of six human proteins which are in charge of the production of imported mediators of
inflammation, cellular defense against toxic, carcinogenic, and pharmacologically active
electrophilic compounds.

Microsomal glutathione(GSH) transferase 1(MGST1),member of MAPEG family, is a trimetric
integral membrane protein involved in cellular response to chemical or oxidative stress[13].The
membrane bound Microsomal glutathione (GSH) transferase 1(MGST1) is found in abundance in
both the endoplasmic reticulum and outer mitochondrial membranes.
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3.2 Overview all 3D structure determination techniques
There are three approaches to reconstruct the 3D structure of membrane proteins in electron
microscopy. These are single particle method, electron crystallography, and electron
tomography.
Electron Tomography
Electron tomography is a technique for obtaining a 3-D structure from ordered or not ordered
specimen [11]. Resolution of ~ 4 nm can be obtained from most specimens that are not thick
[11].
For electron tomography data can be collected by tilting the specimen between zero degree and
70 while complete collection would require tilting through 90 degrees [11]. Once the tilt series is
collected it should be aligned, CTF correction is applied, and then we can perform 3D
reconstruction of the specimen by Mathematical reconstruction methods (weighted back
projection method, Fourier method and algebraic iterative reconstruction method)[11].

Electron Crystallography
Electron crystallography involves collection of images or diffraction data of a structurally
arranged state of molecules by electron crystallography and processing data for 3D structure
determination [15].

Important steps in determining protein structure from two dimensional crystals are protein
purification, 2d crystallization, specimen preparation, data collection, and data processing [15].
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Single Particle Analysis
In single particle analysis different statistical and image processing techniques are applied to
reconstruct 3D map of molecules from identical images [17].
The typical advantages of using this technique are


Biologically relevant information can be harnessed from the preservation of the sample
in vitreous ice.



Most of the x-ray crystallographic reconstructions are used for proteins less than
200kDa, but the single particle approach can be applied for assemblies up to thousands
of Kilodaltons [17].

Single particle refinement in electron Crystallography

In certain cases electron crystallography can give structures of membrane proteins at near
atomic resolution [18]. Most of the results of the reconstructions result at resolution around
10A partly due to lack of flatness of two-dimensional crystals [18].

Single particle processing of locally averaged unit cells to improve the quality and the resolution
of three dimensional reconstruction have been implemented here on mgst1 membrane protein
and a map with a resolution of 6.85 A has been obtained [18].
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3.3 Method development for TCTF Correction Of mgst1 data set
Dataset

Twenty five micrographs acquired from different tilt angles are used. Name of the micrographs
are given in appendix I

Steps in the method development

The detail steps of the reconstruction scheme applied using stripe based CTF correction are
given below.


Tilt axis determination



Tiling Images in stripes



Determining the defocus value



Fourier peak filtering



CTF correction



Final Reconstruction
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Tilt axis determination
The Tilt axis can be determined using different software currently available like ctftilt. After the
tilt axis is determined the stripes will be cutout parallel to the tilt axis as shown in fig (5).

PIL (python image library) based code that will generate stripes has been developed. Detail of
this can be obtained in appendix II. Stripes from a micrograph can also be generated using any
image processing software available like ImageJ.
Defocus Determination
After stripes are tiled defocus values of each stripe can be determined independently by using
defocus determining software’s like EMAN, SPIDER, or ctffind. Initially ctffind3 is used to
calculate for the defocus values of all the stripes. After getting the measurements of the defocus
values and the angle of astigmatism, graphic refinement of the values using ctfit in EMAN1 is
applied.

Defocus variation along the image, i.e., perpendicular to the stripes is a simple geometrical
variation which depends on the distance between the centers of the stripes and the tilt angle.
After determining the central defocus value the rest can be calculated by taking the central
stripe as a reference
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Fig 4.CTF variation along the stripe [Reference [7]]
D(x) =ΔD ± d(x).tan(Ɵ)

--------------(12)

Tilt Axis

Y

X
d(x)

Fig5 Extraction of stripe with a single effective defocus values from a tilted specimen
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As can seen from the above figure (Fig 5) the d(x) is the distance from the center of one of the
stripes to the next and tan(Ɵ) is the tilt angle seen in figure (4).

For astigmatic images the astigmatism angle remains the same throughout the stripes created
from the same micrograph. The two defocus values DF1 and Df2 will be changing in smooth
fashion throughout the stripes and the above formula will be used to calculate the rest of the
defocus values (appendix 3). the same formulae is used to calculate both defocus values.

For example if we have divided our image into 5 stripes we can either calculate defocus values
for all of the stripes or we can determine the defocus values of the central and one next to
central stripe so as to determine the orientation of the micrograph. Then we can apply the
python code developed to calculate the rest of the defocus values.

Fourier peak filtering
The information of the crystal is concentrated on the spots in the lattice and everything outside
is noise, so filtering the crystal micrograph with the “Fourier peak filter” is needed. On a perfect
crystal, the information is concentrated on a single pixel. However, due to crystalline
imperfections the information is spread out over several pixels. That is why pixels inside the
certain radius in addition to the central ones are included.

Fourier peak filtering can be performed by using the MRC based routine called masktrana.exe.
Filtering can also be performed using the IPLT platform. For my project I haven’t performed
Filtering since the data set I had was Fourier filtered.
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CTF correction
After determining the defocus and astigmatism values the next step is correcting for the CFT
and particle picking. Depending on whether the specific image is astigmatic or non-astigmatic
two ways of correction has been implemented.

For astigmatic images spider single particle processing suit is used since it has sub-routines that
are capable of performing this correction. For non-astigmatic images EMAN1 has been used for
CTF correction.

For non-astigmatic images particle picking is performed first using e2makeset_2dcrystal.py
(appendix 3) and then CTF correction on the particle stack is performed. For astigmatic images
CTF correction is performed first in spider and then particle picking is done using
e2makeset_2dcrystal.py.

Ctffind3 determines the CTF parameters from a full micrograph by performing tiling which is
part of the software. For the purpose of refining the results in ctfit tiling or gridding is
performed manually in boxer, and then the overlapping grid boxes of the entire micrograph will
be used to refine the already determined defocus values from ctffind3.

Non-astigmatic Micrographs: for non-astigmatic images ones the defocus values are
determined and particle set is picked, ctfit is used to perform phase flipping.

Astigmatic micrographs: for astigmatic images CTF is corrected initially then particle picking is
performed. The defocus values determined using ctffind3 cannot be used in spider since they
are not compatible so these values have to be converted to spider format. Python script that
changes the ctffind3 results to spider format (appendix 6) has been developed.
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After building the CTF corrected single particles the next step is generating an initial model of
the object.

Reconstruction
For the final reconstruction separate reconstruction folder has been created. From the stripe set
more than 400,000 particles were collected which is beyond the particle limit in EMAN1.

EMAN1 supports a specific file format called LST format. This is basically a text file containing a
list of images in other folder. If the particle set is far beyond 150,000 the list method to build the
particle stack that can be used for reconstruction should be implemented. The reconstruction
folder needs to be organized as below.


create a folder called raw inside the folder where you want to perform
reconstruction



proc2d all the set.hed(spider) and set.fix.hed(EMAN) files separately to raw



cd back to the reconstruction folder



lstcat.py start.hed raw/*.hed



ln -s start.hed start.img

Now you will have two files (start.hed and start.img which are virtual stacks which are
equivalent to one big image stack. Even with lst method applied the particle limit in EMAN1 is
320,000 particles and this is the amount that has been processed.

Initial model from previous reconstructions with the resolution of 6Å has been used. The stack
along with the initial model in the format thread.00.00 and the final refinement command
refine is used. Once this command is used playing around with some of the parameters will
result in better resolution of the final reconstruction.
The typical refine command is : Refine 10 Proc=12 ang=5 mask=35 pad=128 hard=25
classkeep=1.5 classiter=5 sym=c2 median phasecls maxshift=5
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Fig 6 Final Reconstructed Model of mgst1 data set
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FSC Curve
To determine the resolution of the Reconstruction we used eotest of eman1 and a resolution of
7.13Å has been achieved for 0.5 criteria in the FSC curve as shown below on fig 7.
The typical Eman command for eotest used is:
Eotest Proc=12 mask=39 pad=128 hard=25 classkeep=0.8 sym=c2 maxshift=5

Fig 7:

Fsc curve of the final reconstruction at 7.13Å
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Angular Distribution

Fig 45 degrees
Fig 0 degree

Fig 20 degrees

Fig 1 60 degrees

Fig 8.Single loop refinement has been done
randomly for individual images to check
the angular distribution.
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4. Results and conclusion
Implementing the above mentioned method I was able to achieve resolution of 7.13Å for 0.5
criteria in fsc curves using only 26 micrographs with 320,000 particles. Comparing this result to
6.13A resolution obtained using 62 micrographs and 320,000 particles without correcting for
tilted ctf it indicates that correcting for tilted contrast transfer function resulted in a better
result with fewer data sets.

There is a limit in the number of single Particles to process in EMAN1 but this limitation does
not exist in EMAN2. If we make use of the entire data set we have it is possible that we will
obtain improved resolution.
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Appendix I [Images used in the reconstruction]
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Appendix II [EMAN image processing software]

EMAN is image processing tool with particular focus on performing a task known as single particle
reconstruction. In this method, images of Nano scale molecules and molecular assemblies embedded in
vitreous (glassy) ice are collected on a transmission electron microscope, and then processed using
EMAN to produce a complete 3D reconstruction at a resolution now approaching to atomic resolution.

Some of the applications intensively used in my thesis are explained below along with the commands
used
1. Boxer
I have used the command line boxer function to get part of image of my interest. It’s another way of
cropping an image interactively
Boxer area=0, x, y
Where x=area of the patch (box) of interest and y is the overlap needed:Example: Below is image of 750x750 pixels where each block is 250x250 pixels. If the command is given
as boxer area=4,250,100 then we are cropping the 4th patch with an overlap of 100 pixels. The overlap
function does not help much for the peripheral image parts for example 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
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Fig 750x750 pixel Micrograph
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2. Ctfit
Ctfit in EMAN1 is graphical command while in EMAN2 it has both the graphical and command line
options. Using Ctfit in EMAN one and interactively we can determine both the defocus values and
astigmatism angle and defocus differences.

We can use the command line e2ctf.py command but this command is less effective in determining the
defocus values as the manual way of determining the defocus values using EMAN1 Ctfit.

If the power spectrum we have is very visible the both e2ctf.py is as effective as Ctfit except for the
inability to determine the astigmatism values. MAN assumes astigmatism to be negligible
3.

Phase flip

Non astigmatic electron micrographs can be corrected using phase flip option in EMAN. This can be
easily done graphically in EMAN1 or from command line using EMAN2.
4. Proc2d
This command is used to create a particle stack that will be used to create the final reconstruction stack
which is start.hed/start.img.
The typical proc2d command will be given as
Proc 2d

x/set.fix.hed

y/start.hed

Where x is the folder where the particle stack is placed and y is the folder where the final refinement
will be performed. The set.fix.hed files are EMAN,CTF corrected files
Proc2d
x/set.hed
y/start.hed ----here set.hed file is spider ctf corrected particle set which is
obtained as explained above in e2makeset_2dcrystal.p
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Appendix III [Spider Image Processing Suit]
SPIDER is one of the Single particle reconstruction freeware. It can be accessed either from command
line or using graphical user interface (Spider Reconstruction engine). Spider, unlike EMAN has the
capability to correct for Astigmatic electron micrographs. The typical spider command that is used to
correct astigmatic Electron micrograph is TF C, TF CT could also work.
The typical usage of this command option can be found on spider commands page.

After running the command on spider command line the transfer function is then computed in complex
form compatible with the Fourier transform format.
To apply the transfer function to a model 2D structure, use the following steps:

(i) Use 'FT' to compute the Fourier transform of the model structure,
(ii) Use 'TF C' to compute the transfer function in complex format,
(iii) Use 'MU' to multiply the Fourier transform with the complex transfer function,
(iv) Use 'FT' to compute the inverse Fourier transform.

Some of the values to be input the above set of options while running the TF C command are given in
the spider FAQ page is seen below. These values are supposed to be the optimum values for better use:

> Source size=0.0000005
> Defocus spread=0
> Gaussian=0.000000001
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Appendix IV [Image striper with Python]
This is Handy python Code for anyone interested in doing this Job as chopping of the Image in to stripes
can easily be done using this code. The code needs the Image processing library of PYTHON to be
installed. The path of the folder where the image is located has to be given manually.
from PIL import Image
import sys
import os
import ctypes, time
paz=raw_input(“Enter the path of the folder where the image to be chopped is located:
im = Image.open(paz)
x,y=im.size
denom=int(input("Enter size of stripes:"))
box=(0,0,denom,y)
a=im.crop(box)
a.save('C:\\Users\\beka\\Desktop\\122\\1.tiff ','tiff')
box=(denom,0,2*denom,y)
a=im.crop(box)
a.save('C:\\Users\\beka\\Desktop\\122\\2.tiff ','tiff')
box=(2*denom,0,3*denom,y)
a=im.crop(box)
a.save('C:\\Users\\beka\\Desktop\\122\\3.tiff ','tiff')
box=(3*denom,0,4*denom,y)
a=im.crop(box)
a.save('C:\\Users\\beka\\Desktop\\122\\4.tiff ','tiff')
box=(4*denom,0,5*denom,y)
a=im.crop(box)
a.save('C:\\Users\\beka\\Desktop\\122\\5.tiff ','tiff')
box=(5*denom,0,6*denom,y)
a=im.crop(box)
a.save('C:\\Users\\beka\\Desktop\\122\\6.tiff ','tiff')
box=(6*denom,0,x,y)
a=im.crop(box)
a.save('C:\\Users\\beka\\Desktop\\122\\7.tiff ','tiff')
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Appendix v [Ctffind3]
Ctffind3 was developed in 1998 by Nikolaus Grigorieff at the MRC laboratory of Molecular Biology in
Cambridge[x].It is used to determine defocus and astigmatism for images of arbitrary size[x].In this
software astigmatic angle is measured from x axis[x].

The input of ctffind3 includes:1) Input file name for the image
2) Output file name to check result
3) CS [mm], HT [kV], AmpCnst, XMAG, Dstep [um]
4) Box, ResMin [A], dFMin [A], dFMax [A], Fstep

The typical usage of the command is given here:Parameters:
CS: spherical aberration
HT: Electron beam voltage in KV
AmpCnst: Amount of amplitude constant (fraction).For cryo Images use 0.07
Dstep: Pixel size on scanner in microns
Box: Tile size.
ResMin: Low resolution end of data to be fitted
ResMax: High Resolution end data to be fitted
dFMin: starting value for grid search in Angstroms
dFMax : End defocus value for grid search in Angstroms
Fstep: Step width for grid search in Angstroms
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The result of fitting can be checked from the power spectrum generated in spider format. This figure
shows the filtered average power spectrum of the input image in one half, and the fitted CTF (squared)
in the other half. The two half’s should agree very well for a successfully fit a shown below.

Fig: Example of power spectrum in spider format
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Appendix VI [Ctffind to Spider Conversion]
The defocus calculated using ctffind3 have to be converted to SPIDER convention to be used for the ctf
correction. The algorithm of the conversion from ctffind to spider is given below and the python code I
have developed based on these algorithms is given next to it.
Algorithm of ctf-to-spider conversion
spider_defocus = (DFMID1 + DFMID2)/2;
spider_astig = (DFMID2 - DFMID1);
spider_angle_astig = ANGAST - 45;
if (spider_astig < 0)
{spider_astig = -spider_astig;
spider_angle_astig = spider_angle_astig + 90;}
The python script

#!/usr/bin/env python
# Compute the value of a block of stock
import math
DF1 = float( raw_input("DFMD1: ") )
DF2 = float( raw_input("DFMD2: ") )
if DF2 > DF1 :
print 'spider_defocus=',(DF1+DF2)/2
print 'spider_astig',(DF2-DF1)
else:
print 'spider_defocus=',(DF1+DF2)/2
print 'spider_astig',(DF1-DF2)
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Appendix VII [Defocus calculator]
The following code is written based on the geometrical defocus (distance from focus) calculation. The
algorithm of calculation and the code is given below:The algorithm Developed
Python Code
#!/usr/bin/env python
# find defocus value on the sideways stripes
import math
Do = float( raw_input("defocus at the center: ") )
M = float( raw_input("Distance between the center of the stripes: ") )
angle= float( raw_input("enter tilt angle: ") )
N=int(raw_input("Enter Number of Stripes:"))
x=1
while x <= int(N/2):
def1=Do+(M*x*(2.32)*math.tan(math.radians(angle)))
print ('Defocus',int(N/2)+1-x,'is',def1)
def2=Do-(M*x*(2.32)*math.tan(math.radians(angle)))
print ('Defocus',x+int(N/2)+1,'is',def2)
x=x+1
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